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Summary
In this report an ultrasonic head-movement-controlled system which emulates
the computer mouse is described. The technique is implemented in a standalone inexpensive device which translates the information of the phase difference of the ultrasonic signals in the different receivers into the quadruplex
pulse signals used to drive cursor via a mouse port of a personal computer.
Attempts which make this microprocessor-based system work reliably under
the seemingly simple principles are presented. Two versions of the system and
the respective special tricks used in them are discussed. Improvements have
been made step by step based on the ergonomical requirements of the user of
the system. Performance given by the experimental setups was satisfactory.
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Introduction
In order to help the severely motor handicapped persons who can neither speak,
nor move their hands and legs, a remote controlled communication aid is being developed. Since nowadays personal computers become popular and inexpensive, and they provide sufficiently wide variety of accesses of inputting
information by extended devices, the communication aid is developed based
on a personal computer, particularly an Atari-1040ST. This aid should provide a means for these handicapped persons to communicate via the personal
computer using their residuol motor ability. Since, on one hand, such a handicapped person usually can still move his head continuously in a reasonably
large range, on the other hand, a screen-typewriter based on Atari computer
is already developed [Heuvelmans, et.al, 1989] which provides access to the
screen-keyboard by pixel-wise positioning of the cursor, a remote communication medium is needed to bridge the head movements to the cursor movements.
The small power ultrasonic signal is the physical medium which we chose (for
comparison with other media and techniques, see [Wang, 1990]). Historically,
ultrasound has been used for various purposes, in diverse areas of application,
and based on its various physical properties [Sollie, 1989]. For our purpose,
however, we only use the information of the change in the phose of the transmitted ultrasonic pulses between the small transducers, as can be seen e.g. in
Fig. 3 on page 7. The Air Ultrasonic Ceramic Transducers with center frequency of +0 kHz are used, and they are called Transmitter (SQ-aGT-f6) and
Receivers (SQ-40-R-16), respectively ('made in TAIWAN').
Generally speaking, either the transmitter(s) or the receiver(s) can be placed
on the head (in the head-set), hence either the receiver(s) or the transmitter(s) should be fixed around the monitor. As long as the distances (hence the
phases) between the transmitter and the receiver changes upon the movement
of the head, Bome information will be generated. At either the transmitting or
the receiving side, three transducers should be used (see section 4.1 for prove)
and at the other side, one transducer is sufficient (Here lhe tronsducer refers
to either transmitter or receiver.) However, moving the three transducer part
by the head is NOT just identical to moving the one transducer part. There is
one restriction at the first place: it is difficult to have three transmitters with
one receiver. At this single receiver it is difficult to distinguish the signal coming from the three transmitters, because these ultrasonic transducers (ceramic
resonance) have narrow working frequency ranges, so that even modulation
cannot be used. Therefore, we only consider two (out of four) possibility of
configurations of the transducers:

.

case

l.

one transmitter on monitor and three receivers on head-set;

.

case 2. one transmitter on head-set and three receivers on monitor.

In the following sections, firstly a comparison of these two

cases is made based

on a geometric analysis. Thereafter, the electronic hardware and software for
the microprocessor-based system which carries out all the information processing are presented. Fairly detailed descriptions are given, concerning the
structure, the algorithms, the special tricks and the performance of the system, respectively.

I A Geometric Analysis on the Problem
In order to have a clear comparison of the two configurations, a geometrical
analysis will be made to see the control of the cursor by the angular movement
of the head. This will be done by finding the relationship between the angle
the head is turning and the change of the distance between one receiver and
the transmitter, for the two cases. Only the horizontal and vertical turning
are the essential head movements to be considered, and other movement e.g.
shifting, are regarded as not comfortable therefore not voluntary.

Without loss of generality, the analysis will be only in two dimensional (horizontal) plane. The figures we will see are views from top of the user and
system. Then we will see two receivers and one transmitter, on either the head
or the monitor.

I for case 1. Assume that the head-set is worn in such a way that the
two receivers (geometrical points) A, B and the turning center of the head O
See

Fig.

are in the same vertical plane AO B (perpendicular to the plane of this figure).
Let the radius of the head-set, i.e. the distance from the head center to one
receiver, be .R. Let the distance between the head center and the transmitter
S be .L. Suppose the head now turns slightly to the left with an angle 0. From
triangle SA|C we have the actual distance lo, from the transmitter S to the
left receiver .r{'
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16,
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Figure l: Case 1: two receivers Á and B on the head and one transmitter 5
on the monitor
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This means that when the distance between the head-set and the monitor
changes from half meter to two meters, the control power by head movement
to cursor movement is rather constant.
Now let us see case 2 (Fig. 2), i.e. we put one transmitter D in front of the
head, with the radius of the head-set still be .8, and the distance between the
head center and center point of the two receivers F be .L. The two receivers G

F
P

P

G

H

t;

t;

z
0

Figure 2: Case 2: one transmitter D on the head, and two receivers G and H
on the two sides of the monitor

I/

are put on two sides of the monitor, with distance P from the center.
Suppose the head turns slightly to the left with d and the transmitter is al D' .
From triangle H D'K we have the distance from the D' to the right receiver f/
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(maximal possible). Again at L:5-R we have (d6'ldï)l-an x
0.894.R, and at L : ZOR this gives (d6'ldï)L=2o1 = 0.209.R. The relative
change in control power of d to (d6' ldï) gives
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327%.

This is to say that when the working distance changes from half meter to
two meters, the control power changes more than three times. This serious
inconstancy of the control power is unwanted. In the practical use, the working
distance may change. With such big change in control power, it is impossible
for the microprocessor to calibrate so that the user can always feel that the
cursor follows the line of view. Therefore, this way of making the head-set
smaller is not advisable unless the working distance is fixed at one or a few
different values.

An analysis can also be made at another working angle 0. The width of the
video display of the mornitor is about the same as the diameter of the head-set.
Then in case 1 we take the extreme situation as the cursor is at one edge of
the display: 0 : tan-r (R I L). Using (3) again we have (d6 I d0) L=n =' L.927 R
and (d6 ld0)r,=zon = 1.995.R. Similar to (5) we have
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We also have the constancy of (d,6ld0) with respect to the working angle 0 in
this reasonable range l},tan-t(RlL)), at L = 5-R
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respectively. Similar analysis for case 2 gives (d6'ld|)L=dp
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This analysis indicates that at each fixed working distance L, (d'61d0) and
(d6' ld0) are sufficiently constant with 0.
The conclusion is that the both configurations will provide usable information
of phase changes, but with different functions. In the following sections, firstly
all the system descriptions are made based on the case I configuration. However, most parts of the system are common for both case configurations. In
section 6 the performance problems with the case I configuration is analyzed,
and in section 7 the techniques introduced in the case 2 configuration to improve the performance and to solve the special problems with this configuration
are presented.

2

General System Description

In the system with the case-l configuration (Fig.3), one transmitter,S

is

placed on top of the computer monitor (actually inside of the front of the box
of the major parts of the system, called'control unit'). ,S transmits continuous
sinusoid at 40 kHz, within an effective angle of about 45o each side, and towards
the direction of the user of the system. Three receivers are placed on top (?),
left (I,) and right (.R) sides of a head-set, which is in turn worn on the head of
the user who, sits towards the monitor. The whole head-set is covered by the
ultrasound cone so that all the three receivers always receive signals (concerning
the magnitude of the received signal, see discussion in Section 2.1). The head of
the user is supposed to move (mainly) in the fashion of rotating (i.e. turning),
either horizontally ('shaking head') or vertically ('nodding head'). When the
head is turning horizontally, e.g. to the left, L is further away from ,S and
.R is closer to S, compared to the previous position, therefore the phase in
the signal of .L becomes'later'and.R'earlier'(for details see Section 3.1).
The same holds for vertical turning (the relation of T with both .L and .R is
discussed in Section a.1). The information carried in the so obtained signals is
processed by a microprocessor-based system.

The whole system is divided into two parts (Fig. 3): the control unit and the
head-set. The head-set is a plastic frame in which three receivers are housed.

Figure 3: The general system configuration
The control unit is a plastic box measuring 130 nznz (width) by 1a0 nznr (depth)
by a0 rnm (height), in which the main circuit board is placed. This control
unit is to be placed on top of the monitor. The front panel of the control unit
is partly open with a grid pattern to allow the ultrasound signal to emit. This
ultrasound is received by the three receivers in the head-set, which convert this
signal into electronic signals and feed them to the control unit via a cable. The
control unit is linked to the mouse port of the Atari computer with another
cable in which the mouse-like pulses are delivered to the computer and the
poï'Íer (+SV1 is provided by the computer.

2.L I{ardware
The complete electronic circuitry of the control unit is shown in Fig. 13 on
page 2g in the Appendix. Ail ICs are CMOS-based, therefore the complete
system dose not consume more energ1r than a nornnal mouse. The complete
circuitry is built on a double'sided PC board (fZO by 130 nznz).
U5 is an R65c02 microprocessor. The program in 6502 codes is stored in the
2K-byte EPROM 27L6 (U6). A2K RAM (Ur) ir used for variables. Both data
and address buses link these chips.

Three latch chips (Us, Ua ug) serving as ports are also linked to the data bus.

Figure 4: The 'A to D' converting of input signal
Ue is an input latch which stores the data representing the phase signal (from
a counter, see next paragraph and software section); U, latches the output
pulses to the mouse port; and U3 serves as an optional input port for use of
a normal mouse at the same time. These three latches plus the RAM and
EPROM are address-selected by the decoder U1s, the select control signal of

which is provided by the three most significant bits of the address lines of the
processor.

The system clock circuitry with a crystal of 2.56 MHz drives a binary counter
Us and provides timing signal for the processor. This counter therefore always
advances its counts every 391ns. At the bit 6 of the counter output a 40 KHz
square wave is generated to drive the transmitter ,S. It emits only 40 KHz
sinusoid because all the higher harmonics in the square $'ave are filtered out
by its sharp frequency attenuation.
The signals received from the head-set are fed via port {. Three operational
amplifiers U1 (working in the mode of voltage comparator, against zero level)
convert the analogue signals directly into TTL compatible signals (Fig. a).
This simplifies the input circuit, and still gives reliable TTL pulses when the
amplitude of the analogue signals changes in a large range (when the distance
between the transmitter and the receivers changes from nearly zero to about
five meters).
The TTL pulses are fed into a one-of-four analogue switch Uz. At any time,
signal from one of the three receivers is chosen by software via the two MSBs
of Ua. Any falling transition of the signal will trigger Ue (via D-type flip-flop
Unn) to latch in the low 8 bits value of the counter. If at this time the software
is interested in this value, it will read in via the data-bus (section 3).

2.2

Software

The complete flowchart of the system software is shown Fig. 14 on page 30, and
the subroutines in Fig. 15 on page 31, both in the Appendix. From now on the
subscripts 'r' and 'y' refer to horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, of
the movements of either the cursor or the head-set. It was attempted to make
these flowchart look compact, theréfore certain abbreviations were made. Both
MAINX/Y and OUTX/Y mean the same action performed first for X and then
for Y. In realizing MAINX, the subscription'"1y'in the whole segment of the
program (until OUTX/Y) gives rise to 'r', and the same is true for 'Y' and
for OUTX/Y. In other segments, this means a locally repeated action, e.g.
'Or/v = Fr/vi' means 'O, : F"; then Ov : Fv''
Because the 6502 is an 8-bit microprocessor, when values larger than 255 is
needed, two bytes are needed for one variable. Therefore the subscripts '1' and
'r' indicate that only low or high byte of a variable is refered to. When a
f6bit value comes without subscription, the operation is applied to the whole
value. This operation costs much calculation time, and some of this kind of
operations with special purposes will be discussed in the texts, and they can
be seen in the prograrn listing.

Upon power-up, the system starts running the program along the main flow,
and keeps running. The capital names (i.e. OUT14PL) in the boxes of the
main flowchart refer to calls of subroutines. The detailed functions of each
of the important segments of the program will be described in the following
sections.

3 The Input Module
In the flowchart, subroutine DATAIO is mainly the input module. In this
module, the system reads in the value at the low 8 bits of the counter, which is
stored in the latch Ug. As in Fig. 15, this module also does some pre-processing
of the data, such as averaging of the raw data. The physical meaning of the
data read, the special techniques used and other tricks required by this way of
using the data, are discussed as follows.

3.1 Tlicky Phase-Reading
Generally speaking, with such an ultrasonic transmitting-receiving setup' several ways of using the data can be implemented. For example, one can immediately think of the measurement of the time-of-flight r. Since under normal

Íoom conditions, the sound speed in the air is constant at 334 nrs-I, the distance e.E. lrc (Fig. 3 on page 7) between the left receiver L and the transmitter
,S is proportional to 16 (normally the moving speed of any of the transducers concerned is much lower than the sound speed so that any Doppler Effect
can be ignored). When the head-set moves so that /;s changes with a certain
Alts, then a A4s can be obtained and a calculated output should lead to a
movement of the monitor cursor by e.g. AX.
However, such measurement on

r

has certain practical drawbacks. Mainly:

precise synchronization is required. In order to measure t' certain
marks should be inserted in the transmitted signal, or simply only at
certain moments a short burst of pulse should be emitted. The moment
of emitting the burst and the moment it is received should be well registered. However, in order to guarantee the narrow-banded receiver to
get the signal, the burst should be long enough (containing a few pulses
at repeating rate of the receiver frequency; if otherwise only one burst is
used, the Fourier analysis shows that the major frequency components
of the signal are out of the neighboring range of a0 kHz). This will lower
the measurement precision. As a matter of fact, the interested variable
is Al in the order of centimeter, instead of I which ranges a few meters.
Therefore the relative measurement precision will be low;

A

process of transmitting ultrasound, some bursts may
be distorted or lost for several reasons. During the whole long time r this

In such a physical

cannot be monitored and corrected. In order to make a correct output,
an even longer time is needed to get one single r. At a certain working
distance l, this means only a limited number of such measurements can
be performed (e.g. 20 per second), which again hinders the precision and
the smooth movements of the cursor.

In order to solve these problems, in this system a phase .F is measured instead
of r. Although F is also measured in the unit of time (not in angle), the
physical meaning of it is phase because it is within the range of one complete
cycle of a pulse (square wave). In Fig. S(a), the square \ryaves are signals after
the voltage comparators and the D flip-flop.
The value in the low 8 bits of the counter circulates forever, but in software,
only the low 6 bits of this are used as data, and the high 2 bits are only used
in the mechanisms of detection of the transitions of the pulses, to be discussed
as follows. These transitions are the only events in the signals that can be
used for time registering (consider only the positive transition of the pulses).
The detailed operation of the time registering at the beginning of RD-WT
(Fig. f 5 in the Appendix) is shown in Fig. 6. rilhen the processor encounters
10

L,R

or

T

("1

vL

VR

(bl

Figure 5: Phase detection mechanism. (a) the 4 readings for each receiver; (b)
phase relation between 2 receivers.

the reading operation here, it firstl1' reads the value in the counter-latch as
11, àrd stores it; then reads this again às rz. If in the mean time no positive
transition has arrived at the control line of the latch (CLK, pin 11), the value
in the latch will not be updated and this gives 12: rr. The processor waits
here and keeps reading 12 until either an 12 f 11 is detected, and store this 12
as readout t;(i:1..4), or timeout. A further reading r3 follows to check if 12
is a true stable transition moment (not a short noise), provided rs : rz. The
total waiting time is longer than three pulse periods (251,t,s each), so if there is
any signal, it will be detected.
The absolute time is not registered. Instead, as the low 6 bits of the counter
are used, this value circulates in modulo-6a (Fig. S(u)). Assume that within
a time the pulses are of constant periods (this assumption ensures the phasereading mechanisms to be correct coincidently; the actual irregularities in the
pulse transitions along with other small errors will be rounded out by further
processing, to be discussed later). Note also that the refreshing rate of the
counter is designed so that it exactly counts 64 during a complete period of
the input pulses (25ps). Therefore at the onset of every pulse the value in the
counter will be the same. This is why the readings of ti can be done at any
1l

data bus

tíme out ?

Írom one receiver

fs= fz?

Figure 6: Time registering

time, and no synchronízation is needed. Even though the actual time between
the readings of the 4 Í;s (as well as for the three receivers) are unknown and
not fixed, this kind of reading still has a correct meaning of 'phase'.

3.2

Smoothing by Averaging

Since there are always irregularities in the received sinusoids, the square pulses
after voltage comparators will have slightly shifted onsets. In order not to let
this lead to wrong output data, for every receiver the reading is done 4 times.
Then an average of these 4 readings is used as the readout of each receiver.

3.2.L Regularity

Check of the Data in Circular Modulo-64

Because the values read in as phases are in modulo-64, many data manipulation
must be done with special considerations, especially this averaging procedure.

Sometimes extremely irregular data caused by accidental situations may enter
the system. The system would rather not move the cursor than move it in a
very wrong way, when such data comes. Therefore, also in the input module
(RD-WT in Fig. 15 on page 31, the Appendix), the deviation of the 4 readings

L2

- i. j szo
f

$ao

ti

.$t5

Figure 7: Extended range for circular value
is controlled in such a way that only those satisfying

+lx(r,; -#;'(r,) < $rs

(1 7)

are taken as valid inputs ('$'denotes hexadecimal values). This indicates that
the value of the 4 readings must not differ greater than $15 which is about 1/3
of the total range 64 ($40)

This introduces a problem. Because the values are in modulo-64, two values at
near the two boarders of the range may also have a small difference, while they
should not be excluded as invalid data. This can be eeen in Fig. Z. Two points
o and b on Í; axis are considered to be close enough because the distance is less
than $15; But the distance from o to c given by another set of readings are
considered as larger than $15 on Í; a:ris, when these two values are subtracted
in the program. For this reason the algorithm makes another value Í! by adding
a whole range $nO to those ,d < $20. When the difference between o and c are
checked by subtraction on the Íi a:cis, they indeed are close to each other.
For every t;, a tt; is made, and both ! Íj and ! tl are obtained. only when the
'regularity'of the data is disproved on both t; and Í1, should the values of this
reading be discarded.

13

Intermediate Data Processing
The data obtained from input module are almost directly related to the data
that generate the output mouse pluses, except that they undergo some sophisticated processing to make the output more correct and smooth. These
include an 'X/Y manipulation'and some accumulated uses of the input data.
Moreover, a procedure which may bring some convenience to the end-users are
also introduced in this segment of the program.

4.L X/Y Manipulation
On the output of the system towards the mouse port, a quadruplex signal is
needed, i.e. two pulse lines for X-direction cursor movements and another two
for Y. It will be shown that phase information obtained from three receivers
is sufficient to generate independent X and Y data. Since two receivers can
only provide one-dimensional information, three will be the minimal number
of receivers for the two-dimensional data.

In the subroutine DATAIO in Fig. 15 on page 31, the phase information along
X and Y directions are obtained by subtracting the phases of the different
receivers, and both with .L (left) as reference,

I F":vn-vr';
rr: vr

-vr'

I

(18)

These values are not X/Y-independent yet. Then since in obtaining S ('shift')
(see in section 6.5.1), the operations are on the same subscripts, ^9" and ^9, are
not independent of each other either. In making them independent we let the

correctedXandYphases

í r'": K,(vn - vt');
I 4: Krlvr-à(v*+vàL

(1e)

The sum of Va and, Vp guarantees that the X-direction movements is ignored
from {, because this movement generates the same amount of increment in
Vn as ihe decrement in I/L. The factor '|' keeps the X and Y at the same
magnitudes, while the coefficients rc, and rc, can be set to any value without
losing of the independence of F! and Fj.

In the main program flowchart, after BEGIN, the X/Y manipulation is done
in a box

74

sr=s,-2*sr;
I S":2*5.,
I

(20)

that is, directly on the variables,S, and,5r, not on F. Before this box,

^9'

and ^9, are not yet independent of each other. After this box, the manipulated
values are obtained using the same variable names. It can be seen that the
actual coefficients used aÍe Kr: 2 and Ku: -2. The signs of the coefficients
have to do with the way of obtaining .t| and tr1, in the input module and the
required directions of the cursor movements. Note that here ,9' and ,9, are still
of the same magnitudes.

4.2 Multiplication by Speed
use of such remote controlled cursor movement system, the user may
sometimes want to move the cursor from one side to the other side of the screen,
while in other cases he needs to locate the cursor fairly precisely. In order to
cater for both the situations, the 'speed' of the movement of the head-set is
multiplied to the phase changes (i.e. 'displacement'). The intention is that
when the user moves the head-set fast, there will be more displacement of the
cursor than when he moves it slowly. This mechanism will ease the use in the
sense that when a user wants to moves the cursor at large distance, he does
move the head-set fast. while when he wants to 'zero-in'on a cursor location,
he indeed slows down.

In the

The speed of the head-set is introduced in the algorithm by storing the previous
values of 5 as H in a table with certain length, and then always adding the
difference (S - H) as a speed to another variable C

Íc:c+(s-H);
\ a:s.

(21 )

This is done after X/Y manipulation. Following this, in MULTPLY of the
MAINX/Y, (the absolute values of) C and ,S are multiplied together, and the
product is to be used in the following segments. The actual amount of the
'speed' to be multiplied can be adjusted slightly (by the user) by setting the
,sensitivity' switch on the box of the control unit. This switch via software
sets the parameters in the 'sensitivity table' which is then used to adjust the
speed factor (in the first box of MAINX/Y).
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4.3

Accumulated lJse of Data

The input data, after previous processing, are not directly used as output
pulses. In other words, not every phase change upon a head-set movement will
correspond to a movement of the cursor (a sequence of mouse pulses). lnstead,
the input data are firstly accumulated in some intermediate variables, then
the values of these variables are táken as the output to the next steps. This
can already be seen in obtaining C. Another accumulated variable is .R, in
value, and only when the high-byte of it is non-zero,
it is transferred to another variable 7"1r, whlch relays to the next steps. By
carefully adjusting the magnification in the processing both before .R and after
.R, the finally obtained value in Tr1, will just ignore the small changes in the
input signals while give sufficient output magnidutes. The third accumulated
variable is U in OUTX/Y to be discussed in the next section.

MAINX/Y.

.R is

a

l&bit

These processes eliminates the unnecessary 'trembling' of the cursor intrtoduced by various sources, including the inevitable small shakes of the head.
This way of using the data can be understood as a rounding procedure which
stabilizes the output data.

5 The Output Module
The output module includes OUTX/Y which calculates final output data, and
the subroutine OUT14PL (meaning 'output Lla of pulse') distributed in the
whole flow of program, which generates the actual output pulses for the mouse
port. The variables which transfers data between the main program and output
module (OUTX/Y and OUT14PL) are Ítrzo1slvo1c.

5.1

Resetting of the Accumulated Data

The accumulated value R is reset in such a way that, after its high-byte is
read out to ?, Rl is set to zero. However, another accumulated variable U
in OUTX/Y itself is not reset. What is reset is tu.olrlvo7e , the actual value
representing the l/4 amount of the mouse pulses. The values ii mro,r1ro7, not
used up by OUTIaPL is taken over by U. Because of the 'signed'interpretation
of the value in U, setting of its bit-7 denotes a negative value. There is a worry
that upon z times of accumulation with small positive values from ?, U may
become 'negative', and this is a fatal error. However, this will not happen
because the physical situation in which the number of a continuous movement
n along one direction will be impractical to reach. This number n can be
calculated with an extreme situation in which subsequent positive values in

l6

?

are accumulated in U. The ma:cimum'positive'value in ? is $zF, and the
maximum positive value in U (f Gbit) without getting 'overflowed'as 'negative'
is $7FFF. Therefore,
ma:<. positive value in U
max. possible positive value in one T

$7FFF
= $?F = 256.

(22)

The same holds for the impossibility to get a 'positive' U with a sequence of
continuous emall negative values in ?. In other intermediate eituations, the
subsequent positive and negative values in ? will offset each other, then there
will be no problem.

6.2 Actual Output Pulse to the Mouse Port
The mouse port of Atari computer requires pulse signals on four lines, Ío,xbtua
and y5, two for each of the X and Y directions. The variables used for this
output are called trtrao,rrrlx5,mr" and rny6, respectively. The different phase
relation between zo and c5 (or between go and y5) determines the direction of
the cursor movement, as Been in Fig. 8.

cursor right

xa

cursor left
xb

Figure 8: Phase relations in the mouse pulses

when ro is prior to c6 by

ll4 of a complete pulse, or g0o, these two mouse

pulses together determine that the cursor moves to the right. When 16 is
prior to xo, the cursor moves to the left. (y. prior to gó moves cursor upwards
and y5 prior to yo moves it downwards, not seen in this figure, though.) In
practice, however, the waveforms of the mouse pulse will not be regular because
the algorithm which generates the 'transitions'of these pulses are executed at
irregular moments. What matters is that the shortest period /c between the two

t7

transitions in co and z6 must not be shorter than a certain threshold restricted
by the reading speed of the mouse port of a certain computer. For Atari this
threshold is about 100 ps. Every time it receives a transition at any of the four
pulse lines, it generates a signal to move the cursor by one step. Therefore,
each complete cycle of a mouse pulse corresponds to four steps of the cursor
movement (see hint-3 in section 6.6 for the pixel steps on the screen).

5.3 Timing of Output Action
The subroutine OUT14PL is distributed with a certain time interval within
the whole circulation of the program (which takes about 2 rns), so that the
intervals between transitions in the mouse pulse fairly satisfy the threshold
of Atari mouse port. In the improved version of the system (section 7), the
output pulses are generated in an interrupt routine, so that these intervals can
be more easily controlled and be nearly constant.

6 Performance and Problems
Since the development of the system is based on the ultrasonic technique and
the purpose is to link the continuous movement of the head to the continuous
movement of the screen cursor, while the implementation of this technique
involves processes, 6ome of which are not straightforward to link the input and
output, the performance of the complete system is an important issue to test'
The evaluation must be based on the ergonomic requirements of the users and
the availability of the techniques used.

6.1

Smooth cursor movement

Owing to the averaging of the input signals and the accumulated use of values
of some intermediate variables, much of the irregularities in the input signal is
bypassed and not seen in the output signals. Therefore, the movements of the
cursor is quite smooth.

6.2

The Necessity of Speed

A controlled test is done to compare the program with multiplication of the
head-set speed and the one that omits the speed. No significant difference is
6een. On the other hand, since the time needed for a complete circulation of
18

the program should be kept as short as possible (section 6.6), the part of the
program for calculating the speed should be omitted.
Analyzing from an application point of view, the multiplication of speed is
not only unnecessary but also incorrect. For example, using the program with
speed, when the end-user wants to move the cursor at a large displacement
hence he turns the head-set fast, therefore the cursor moves not only according to the position change of the head-set, but also with an enlarging factor
introduced by the speed. In normal use of the system, the user adjusted the
position of the head(set) so that he feels that the cursor is in line with his 'line
of view' (this is the reason why this kind of system is called view controlled
system VCS). However, if the aforementioned is the case, the line of view will
be lost again, and this will certainly introduce inconvenience or discomfort of
the use.

6.3 Bulky Three-receiver

Head-set

The head-set of the VCS system is not very heavy, but long time use may still
cause discomfort. The experiences with two users showed irritations [Heuvelmans, et.al. 1989]. The difficulty in mounting the three transducers in a
head-set implies a possibility that the head-set will fall off the correct position
on the head. For certain severely handicapped persons who cannot re-adjust
the head-set by themselves, this would require constant or regular assistance
from nurses, hence reduces the independence of the user. Therefore, a head-set
which may introduce less discomfort should be considered, e.g. the configuration with only one transmitter in it.

6.4 Sensitivity

and Angular Range \ /ith l-transmitter

I{ead-set
system with one transmitter on head-set, the
sensitivity is attempted to enlarge by using more times of TMES-2. However,
when the number of TIMES-2 goes beyond 3, the cursor starts noticeable
trembling on the screen. With 3 times of TIMES-2 for both X and Y directions,
the sensitivity is lower than the three'receiver-on-head setup.

In the tests of the improved

If with the one-transmitter-on-head setup the stable sensitivity cannot be improved, it introduces another problem. When the head-set must be turned at a
large angle to move the cursor across the whole screen, sometimes some of the
receivers mounted on the monitor will no longer receive the signal. This is an
obvious shortcoming compared with the three-receiver-on-head setup (Fig. 9)'
because the head-set of the later setup is always covered by the ultrasound
19

(a)

(b)

t
I
I
I

Figure 9: Importance of the angular range for two setups: (a) three-receiver
head-set, at nev/ position L' and R' they still get signal from ^9; (b)
one-transmitter head-set, when S turns to ,5', the left receiver .L may not
receive anything.
cone from the transmitter which does not move. Although the distances between the three receivers can be decreased to diminish this problem, this is
controversial to the attempt to enlarge the sensitivity, which has no surplus to
sacrifi ce, unfortunately.

6.5

Wrong Jumps of the Cursor

When the head-set (both cases) moves too fast, the cursor movement does not
follow the correct direction any more, but makes some wrong jumps. It is
believed that this is caused by the system's phase measurement principle, to
be discribed as follows.

20

O.5.1 Analysis on the Intrinsic Shortcoming of the Algorithm
Because the system only measures the relative phase instead of the absolute
time, it has an incomplete information in that, it does not know from WHICH
of the pulses the phase is obtained. For example (Fig. 10), when the relative
position of the head-set has changed so that the phase of one receiver has
shifted, and owing to the circular nature of the signal, in both the cases that
the phase moved forward by / and backward by (64 - /), the system gets the
same information hence is unable to distinguish. Certainly these two cases
correspond to totally different physical reality.

Figure 10: Posterior judgement of the phase direction

In the actual algorithm (see the box in BEGIN in the flowchat on page 30), the
system uses an artificial criterion to judge the direction at which the head-set
has moved, and creates the sign of the phase information henceafter:

í s:

\

ir

(F-o)o_r;

(23)

s > $20, set (s)o-2.

This is to say that, when the phase has changed by
that it has moved backward by (64 - Ó).

Ó

>

32($20),

it

is believed

cases when the moving speed of the head-set is low so that
during a whole circulation of the program, between two subsequent accesses
to the reading process, the true phase change is really smaller than 32, this
calculation is correct; when the speed goes beyond this limit, however, the
calculated movement of the cursor becomes opposite and wrong.

In most of the

6.6 Hints and Problems of Improvement
According to the experiences with the developing system, and some theoretical
analysis, some hints as well as problems for improvements can be given:
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l. In order to cope with the 'wrong jump'

problem, the essential way is to
use more information concerning the input. One way is to think about
the acceleration of the head-set movement. The speed of the head-set can
sometimes be too great for the system, while the physical reality (e.g. the
mass of the head) may limit the acceleration to ever go high. Therefore
an extra criterion can be introduced so that only when the acceleration
is 'too large' in the data will the data be interpreted as 'backward' (to
an opposite direction) so the direction of cursor movement be changed.
However, this introduces also a problem of the unknown initial direction.

2.

Another simpler way to cope with 'wrong jump' problem is to reduce as
much as possible the time needed for a complete circulation of the program, so that the interval between subsequent readings becomes smaller
hence the chance the phase change goes beyond 32 is smaller. This can be
achieved by increasing the clock speed, and simplifying the algorithms.
amount of cursor movement corresponding to each mouse pulse transition can be increased by using larger 'steps' of the cursor movements.
This can be done by changing parameters in the built-in software in the
Atari. At this moment the step is for each transition 2 pixels, and the
cursor moves quite smoothly. To enlarge the step one can think of the
extreme situation: to have the steps as large as the 'pitch' of the characters in the typewriter screen. In other words, the cursor will jump
from one character to the other and never stays in between. However,
this may introduce application problem of lack of continuous feedback of
direction of movement: the cursol may suddenly jump to an unexpected
direction. Therefore a compromised size of the steps should be chosen to
satisfy the users.

3. The

4. The system can actually work with a 40 kHz signal generated from

an

independent source, and it does not need any information feedback from
the transmitter. Therefore, the transmitter can be made 'cordless', i.e.
without a cable connection to the control unit, by using battery power.
Thereafter, the user become completely detached from the system.

7 New Version System
The new version of the system is made with different hardware, based on an
Intel 80cal microprocessor. Because the internal timing of this processor is
different and in order to provide a possibility of generating the 40 kHz square
vyave, a crystal of 10.240 MHz is chosen. This processor has internal RAM
and other facilities so that the total hardware is simplified. It also has a
more powerful instruction set than the 6502's, therefore the software is also
22

improved. The complete circuitry of the new version system is shown in Fig.
on page 32 in the ApPendix.
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The unnecessary parts such as the optional mouse input port in the previous
version are omitted. The corresponding part in software are also omitted. Also
omitted in the software is the part that calculates the speed and does the multiplication. The mouse pulse output function (OUT14PL) is done in an interrupt
routine (Fig. 17 in the Appendix), therefore the interval between subsequent
output transitions in the mouse pulses is well controlled (by the counts in the
timer which generates the interrupt request). The subroutines used in this new
version are the same as the previous one (Fig. 15, the Appendix).

7.L

One Tlansmitter on Head-set

control unit

ultrason

accessory
Írame

Figure 11,: The new version system with case-2 configuration
The case 2 configuration of the transducers are used (Fig. 11)' i.e. the headset only contains one transmitter therefore is much smaller and easier to wear.
Around the monitor three receivers are mounted, of them the top one is housed
in the control unit box, and the left and right ones are fixed on an accessory
frame. All the geometrical analyses (section 1) are shown to be true with
this configuration, i.e. the control power is lower than that of the case-l
configuration, and it is distance.dependent. However, after improvement of
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the algorithms, the performance at a working distance of Q.5 m to 1.0 rn

is

satisfactory.

7.2 Algorithm with 'Acceleration'
The motive for introducing the acêeleration of the head movement is to solve
the wrong jump problem. Although the physical basis for using the acceleration
is logical (see'hints'in section 6.6), the technical implementation may still
meet difficulties. In this section the development of an experimental algorithm
is presented.

As analyzed in section 6.5.1, the algorithms in the previous version used a
posterior judgement of the direction of the changes in phase, therefore posed
a limit on the speed of the change (or the movement of the head-set). Here a
posterior judgement should still be used (i.e. always analyzing the data coming
from the earlier stages of the processing, and the judgement is made based on
these data and the even earlier data), but a more sophisticated criterion must
be considered. The previous criterion was the speed .S, i.e. the changes in
the phases,,S = F - O. And now another quantity, the acceleration, i.e. the
change in the speed is needed.
The biggest challenge in introducing the acceleration while keeping the whole
program running correctly, is a need for the initial direction of the cursor
movement to be given by the output signals. The solution is to use both
the speed and the acceleration. Considering the 'modulo-64'way of using data
(Fig. tZ[a]), and the continuing running requirement with both the acceleration
and the speed, the final development of this piece of program is as follows
(Fig. r2[b]).
Instead of getting .5 directly, another temporal value Y is made:

Y=(F-O)o-0,

(24)

as a measure of the speed. The value of Y from the previous run is stored as
Yo. Therefore (Y - Yo) denotes the acceleration of the head-set movement.
After judgement using the new criterion to decide the direction of the cursor
movement of the next run, the value S is still used as the speed. A complete
flowchart of this version's program is put in the Appendix (Fig. 17 on page 33),
in which the value Z is used for setting the high-two bits as the sign of the

value

.S.

the circle in Fig. 12(a). The criterion used in the previous algorithm
is, when ,5 exceeds $20 (decimal 32), the direction of head-set movement is
See
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store speed as
Y and Ye

modulo-64 circle

Íind shorter path
along the modulo-64
circle of (Y-Yo )

get speed S
with direction
Figure 12: The algorithm using the 'acceleration'
believed to be 'negative' and the value ^9 is assigned with a negative sign,
therefore the direction of cursor movement of the next run becomes negative.
This algorithm assumes that the speed of the head-set movement never exceeds
a limit that corresponds to $20 in 5. The actual situation is that the speed
sometimes exceeds this limit, then this algorithm gives error.
Using the same circle for Y, the new algorithm does not pre-assume a limit of
the speed as before. What it assumes is a limit of the acceleration,

lY

-Yol S $20.

(25)

This algorithm also implies that the speed IZ does not exceed $40 (which is
rarely the case). When these hold, the algorithm works as follows. Both value
(Y - Yo) and (Ye - Y) are obtained along the modulo-64 circle. The smaller
one of these two is used as lY -Yol, and the actual path of this subtraction is
obtained. tffhen this path does not cross the 'zeÍo'point, the sign of the output
,S (hence the direction of cursor movement) is not chonged. lilhen the path
crosses the zero point, the sign of .9 changes. This criterion is used because it
also includes the situation when the movement of the head-set gives a change
in .9 from a small (< $ZO; positive value to a small negative value, which may
happen often.
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In order to obtain the cursor movement direction, only knowing when to change
the direction is not sufÊcient, i.e. the previous direction and eventually the
initiol direction should be known. In this complete algorithm, the 'initial'
direction is obtained and updated when one of the following two is the case:
1.

when the receivers really stort to get (reliable) signals because of the
physical setup of the transducers changes, e.g. when the head-set is
moving rnÍo the effective range of the receivers, or after the possible
obstacle between the transducers is removed;

2. after each zero-crossing of (Y -Yo), i.e. (a) when the moving direction
of the head-set really changes, or (b) when the speed measure Y exceeds

$40.

If it is (a) the result is correct and (b), wrong.

Note that this algorithm does not really measure the acceleration in an arbitrary range. Instead, it makes assumptions on the actual limit of both the
acceleration and the speed. The improved points are that the limit for speed
is doubled, and the limit for acceleration used as the criterion is more logical
with the real physical system than the speed is.
Because of the tricky phase-reading mechanisms of the whole system, the measurement on speed etc. can only be done on the modulo-N basis. Therefore

there is always a pre-assumption for the actual values of the physical input
quantities. There seems no way to have an algorithm which is perfect in theory. However, what matters is the practical performance.
Tests on this new version system with this acceleration-based algorithm gave
good results. The 'wrong jump' phenomenon is hardly seen any more. It is
felt that the cursor'follows'the head-set movement better. This shows that in
the real situation, the chance that the new criteria go wrong is very low, and
much lower than the chance that the previous criterion goes wrong, indeed.

7.3 Optional Wireless l{ead-set
Since in this new version system, what the receivers need is only a continuous
sinusoid of 40 kHz ultrasound, the cable from the head-set to the control unit
is not necessary. A experimental wireless head-set is built and tested. Simple
circuits with a 40 kHz square wave generator, the transmitter and a 9 volt
(6F22) battery are built on a small piece of PC board. It works just as well
as the one with the cable. Some users may prefer this option. Therefore it is
suggested that in the prototype version, two kinds of head-sets be provided,
and the choice is left to the users.
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This wireless head-set consumes about 5 mA current. Therefore with an alkaline battery it can work for about 60 hours and with a Nicad rechargeable, 20
hours.

Conclusion
A microprocessor-based system is developed which implements the ultrasound
technique to meet the requirement of remote controlled cursor movement. During the development, a few improvements have been made. These improvements were motivated by a concern of the ergonomical aspects of the system,
i.e. to make it more user-friendly, and to make the operation more comfortable. Special problems with such a microprocessor-based, real-time system
with relatively simple signal processing techniques are solved by carefully investigating the ultrasonic signal transmitting techniques with special tricks.
Tests showed that the system works well with the screen typewriter based on
the Atari personal computer.
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Figure 13: The circuitry of the control unit
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VCS FLOWCHART
F./y:O;O11r=O;
set marker:

scnsitiaity switch toggled
or system just started ?
all variables = 0 (except F,O)t
set sensltlulÍy parameters;
BEGIN:

clear marker1
Oxls = Fx/ui

I

MULTPLY

I

i

_r_

I TIMES-2I
i

2*TIMES-2 (for y only

8,7, =sgn(S,t) * P;

S,/v=(F,/y-O,/y)o-si
if 5,1, > $20, set (S"7,)5-7;

R.ltt= R"1r*

Sv:S"-'*Sv
S"=2*Sr;

R,/y:

$o0oo

R',1.,;

- R,lui

T"/y= $oo- Rp1r1^i
R146^ = o;
R,lv=$0000-R"/ri

Crlv=Crlv*Sr/v-fr"lui

T./v = R(.l,4^i
circulate d.ata

-

A'/v = lC"tÀ;
M : max(Ar,

Au)i

pointer

ouTX/Y:

U"lu=Urly*T4ut
*trtz./uo - f,"t/yei
fu..rr/un/, = Ol

MAINX/Y:

N -- M

and adjusted by m
min
sensitiaity
parametersl
f

D = lU.nl;

B = lS"trl;
old, Rr1, saved as E|r.,i

OUTI4PL

U.1o:sgn(U4),, D;
frr./y. = pr, if U4, )
frztlv, = pt, if Urtu 10;

Figure 14: The flowchart of the main program

VCS SUBROUTINES
DATAIO:

RD-WT (for left);
RD-WT (for rr9àÍ);
RD-WT (for Íop);

OUTI4PL:
ftrn,rlyott = frr.,^1v.,, - li

output
any of the 3 sensors
NOT got within given
or any V11p6 :0?

F,:

(Va

-

Vr,)o-e

;

Fr=(V7-Vt)o-s;

mouse pulse

i

xo15f yo15;

MULTPTY P=BGl*Nrrot;

> $7/00 (unsig
I P = $U00;l

RD.WT:

rJ-r

lREr

read Í1i get (tt)o-t
read t2i get (Ír)o-t

TIME
OUTl4PL
read t3; get (ts)e-5;
read Ía; get (t1)e-5;

)-2:ffi

CHGO UT:

D;*OorDr<0?

OUTl4PL

Íi,

if Í; >
Íi + $40, if Íi <
.Rz

:

,-tl

$20;
$20;

IItàJt'=, (t;, $O);

: EÍ=r(Íi);
Eo : ÍDEJer=, (ti, $zo);
& = minÍ=r(ti, $5/);

-

"=
Pr

-

r--

l--

UfS'l

-

Í 0,
1,
P'= I I'
I lp'=í

if $oo S Dr < $05;
if $05 < Dr < $t5;
Dr-- $ts, if $ls < Dr;
Il. Dr

lD=D-p,;l
_T_-L-_

F--l-

lREr

Pr = DÍ='(t1);

(,,n,

rRs

I

&
&

if ^R? if .Rs ;,",, if R6 -

I P,

Il-T-|

Ps = minÍ=r(t;,$s/);

8r

vt.ta/r =

I

< $t5;
< $tS and
> $tS and

- Es > $tS;
R2 - .Rs > $t5;
.R2

RET

Figure 15: The subroutines
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Figure 16: The circuitry of the new version system

NEW VERSION VCS FLOWCHART
INIT:

system initialization;
all variables = 0:

BEGIN:

o,

t

Y(.lr),.

: Yrlrl

MAKEX/Y: Y,

interrupt:

- O.t)o-ai

|óTfl4ËFl
MULTPLY
---i__

I

I

I

I

Zr/v = 0,
if Y.1u <
Zr1, = $CO, \f. Yrlu >

| 2*TTMES-21

S2O

$20

=sgn(5,1) * P;
Rrlu= R"1ri Rt-1.,7

.R"7,

find the shorter paÍà
along the modulo-64 circle of
Y.lu - Y(r/rlni
patà cross zeÍo

Zrly = 0,
if Yr1, S
2"1, : $CO, if Y,1, >
S"/y

R.ly:

"!

$ZO

Trlv

:

R("/r)^i

Svi

U./y:U4clT4v*

ouTX/Y:

MAINX/Y:

- R,lvi

R1r16^ = o;
R,tt)=$0000-Rxt,l

$ZO

= Y"luU Z"tui

Sv: S' -2*
Sr=l* $r1

$0000

T.lv= $oo- Rklil^i

lfTlz./ttn - fr.tlui
frr./rlyn/, = Oi
D = lU.rJ;

N = $0015;
B = lS"lrh

_.I

old R26 saved as 81,-i

cHcour

I

--sgn(U4) * D;
frr./vn = pr, if U.6 ) O
turrl', = pr, if Urlu 1O

U,1u

Figure 17: The flowchart of the new version system
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